The students of B. Sc. – Hospitality Management 2012 – 16 batch
have been provided with 6 months Paid Internship (Supervised
Work Experience) with various reputed 5 star hotels in USA. The
students will do internships at JHM Hotels at Greenville SC and
Orlando. These include Renaissance, Hyatt, Courtyard by Marriott
and Fairﬁeld Inn by Marriott.
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During the Internship, the students have been deployed in the
Supervisory role in various departments of hotel operations like
Front Ofﬁce, Housekeeping, F&B Service and Food Production
departments, subsequently gaining experience in Marketing,
Finance or Human Resource departments.

Rahul Kadiwar at Fairﬁeld Inn by Marriott
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The School of Law at AURO University aims to
impart law education of world-class standards,
with an emphasis on research, consulting,
training and allied activities to further the cause
of academics and research.
The School of Law covers Indian as well as
international laws, which have a bearing on
various
domains,
including
business,
international trade and other areas. The
teaching-learning process at the School of Law
is designed to impart an optimal blend of
knowledge and skills with a focus on real-world
application.
The
approach
encourages
multi-disciplinary inquiry and emphasizes
practical appreciation of problems. The
pedagogy at the School of Law involves lectures,
moot courts, case studies, judgment review and
analysis, projects, assignments, and more,
thereby providing an integrated learning
experience.

The School of Law currently offers:
• BBA – LLB (5 years integrated)
Teaching is facilitated by the module leader by
providing a detailed teaching plan, which
includes details about the text book, reference
materials, course outline, and a module
handbook that includes assignments, cases,
and other information. The module handbook
also contains various case studies, lecture
notes, research papers, judgments and judicial
reviews of various courts, reports, and allied
content.
Interactive sessions between faculty members
and students provide a highly enriching and
motivational
learning
environment
that
promotes very high standards of teaching and
learning in a participative mode, leveraging the
knowledge and experience of both faculty
members and students. Visit of eminent law
professionals is the common phenomena of the
AURO University.

Nikit Bhatia at Courtyard by Marriott
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